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Mapping National Digital Learning
Platforms: Full Dataset
The dataset provided here as a link to a spreadsheet1

presents raw data from a global mapping exercise of 471
national digital platforms across 184 countries conducted by
EdTech Hub as part of a Helpdesk request from UNICEF. The
mapping exercise examined three key areas of availability,
usability, and inclusivity of national digital learning platforms.
Analysis from the dataset was used to generate a report on
national digital learning platforms (⇡Rui et al., 2023).2

The datasheet includes the authors’ organisation of the dataset
under key indicators. Readers can use the datasheet to replicate
or conduct their own analysis.

2 Rui, T., Chuang, R., Thinley, S., AlSheikh Theeb, T., Villavicencio, X., & Rasolohery,
Hasiniavo. (2023).Mapping National Digital Learning Platforms [Helpdesk
Response]. EdTech Hub. https://doi.org/10.53832/edtechhub.0109. Available at
https://docs.edtechhub.org/lib/HPWRQP7M. Available under Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International.

1 The full URL:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1y2SHmaZXXX-hg7dqsxZP0DmGRzVtXy0gLCRg8
zH1FMo/edit#gid=536508379
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